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Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0"
EXISTING WINDOW BEYOND
NEW SIGNAGE ATTACHED WITH ADHESIVE

EXISTING COLUMN VIEW FROM HUDSON STREET
EXISTING WINDOW BEYOND

PROPOSED ELEVATION - Corner column view from Hudson Street
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

EXISTING ELEVATION - Corner column view from Hudson Street
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"
EXISTING OPERABLE HINGED DOOR PANEL. NOTE: NEW SIGNAGE WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH DOOR SWING. (TYP.)

NEW SIGNAGE ATTACHED WITH ADHESIVE

EXISTING OPERABLE HINGED DOOR PANEL. NOTE: APPLIED NEW SIGNAGE WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH DOOR SWING. (TYP.)

EXISTING ELEVATION - Corner column side view from North Moore Street

PROPOSED ELEVATION - Corner column side view from North Moore Street

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"
EXISTING OPERABLE HINGED DOOR PANEL. NOTE: NEW SIGNAGE WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH DOOR SWING. (TYP.)

NEW SIGNAGE ATTACHED WITH ADHESIVE

PROPOSED ELEVATION - Corner column side view from Hudson Street

EXISTING ELEVATION - Corner column side view from Hudson Street
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NON ILLUMINATED
SIGN WRAP TO BOTH SIDES OF COLUMN
ATTACHED w/INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE
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